Introduction

With respect to arbitration agreements, the Supreme Court has been consistent in its restrictive application of the formal requirement for written consent to arbitrate under Article 178(1) of the Private International Law Act. However, it has also favoured an extensive construction of the scope of such consent, sometimes in derogation to the relativity of contractual obligations. The court recently reaffirmed this practice. It upheld the extension of an arbitration clause, agreed in the context of a complex restructuring scheme, to one of the companies to benefit from such restructuring, notwithstanding that the company was not formally a party to, or signatory of, the set of agreements that governed the restructuring and contained the clause.

Facts

The case arose from the reorganisation of a family-owned group of companies into two separate entities following a dispute between family members. The reorganisation was carried out in part through share and equity reallocation, and in part through share capital increase or reduction. The various transfers occurred either directly at partner level or indirectly at the level of the companies controlled by them. The reorganisation was governed by two main agreements concluded exclusively between the partners – namely, a memorandum of agreement and memorandum of replication – both of which contained a similar arbitration clause.

A dispute occurred when one of the partners, AX, declined to take part in the implementation of the agreements following an adverse arbitral ruling in a prior dispute between him and the other partners. In particular, AX refused to consent to the increase in the share capital of VX BV – one of the companies controlled by the partners – and to release his own shares in VX BV under the terms of the agreements. Consequently, the other partners and VX BV filed for arbitration, relying on the arbitration clause contained in the agreements, seeking an arbitral award to force AX to consent to the increase in the share capital of VX BV and to release his own shares in the same company. The arbitral tribunal confirmed its jurisdiction and VX BV's locus standi (ie, right to proceed in arbitration), and granted the relief sought. AX challenged the award before the Supreme Court on the grounds of lack of arbitral jurisdiction on VX BV's claim (under Article 190 (2)(b) of the act), among other grounds.

Decision

The Supreme Court reserved judgment on the admissibility of the challenge for lack of jurisdiction. It considered that the questions as to whether prayers for relief may be taken in favour of a third-party beneficiary were not merely a matter of jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal, but rather pertained to the merits of the case. Even assuming with AX that VX BV's involvement in the arbitration proceeding had so fundamentally biased the whole process that it justified the annulment of the final award, the court upheld the arbitral tribunal's view that the agreements provided VX BV with rights which the latter was entitled to enforce (ie, so-called 'perfect third-party beneficiary undertakings' under Article 112(2) of the Code of Obligations). Consequently, the court held that AX could not, in good faith, object to the beneficiary of such contractual commitments enforcing its rights through the same dispute resolution mechanism that was agreed upon by the main parties to the contract.
The court further recalled its consistent practice whereby, in the case of perfect third-party undertakings, in the absence of an agreement between the parties to the contrary, "the beneficiary... is vested, as debtor (or obligee), with a claim to all the right of prevalence and accessory rights related thereto, including the arbitration clause". The challenge was thus dismissed and the award confirmed.

Comment

This case resolves only part of the question regarding the extension of the arbitration clause contained in a third-party beneficiary contract to the beneficiary: this extension should be allowed when the third-party beneficiary invokes (and hence expresses its consent to) the arbitration clause to enforce whole or part of the third party undertaking.

However, the wider question of the automatic extension of the arbitration clause, regardless of the third party's express consent thereto, remains controversial: some commentators endorse the theory that the clause extends automatically, while others consider that the third party's further consent is required. A third category of commentators questions whether an arbitration clause can be the object of a third-party undertaking at all. The Supreme Court's decision in X v BX leaves these questions unanswered.

For further information on this topic please contact Frank Spoorenberg or Isabelle Fellrath at Tavernier Tschanz by telephone (+41 22 704 3700), fax (+41 22 704 3777) or email (spoorenberg@taverniertschanz.com or fellrath@tavernierschanz.com).
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